[Role of water channels in the regulation of the volume of principal cells of rat kidney collecting ducts in hypoosmotic medium].
The effect of plasma membrane water permeability on the rate of changes in the volume of principal cells of collecting ducts of the outer substantia medullaris under conditions of hypoosmotic shock has been studied. Changes in cell volume were studied by the fluorescent method. It was shown that the hypotonic shock induced a rapid increase in the cell volume with the characteristic time that depended on plasma membrane water permeability. The decrease in volume occurred much more slowly, and the rate of volume decrease directly correlated with the rate of swelling. The inhibition of potassium transport by barium chloride decreased the rate of volume restoration, without affecting substantially the duration of the swelling phase. The inhibition of mercury-sensitive water channels by mercury caused a significant increase in the time of both cell swelling and volume restoration. It was concluded that the state of water channels largely determines the rate of the regulatory response of epithelial cells of collecting ducts to hypoosmotic shock and affects the exchange of cell osmolites.